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Game Overview

Rush Hour Anarchy is a modern-day action game 
depicting a humorous exaggeration of the absurdity that 
London’s hustle and bustle pushes its working community 

to. 

Playing as an unknowing resident, the player must 
counter waves of businessmen and women with 

seemingly superhuman strength who, whilst making their 
way to and from work in a fit of blinding rage, bulldoze 

through the player’s home and eventually force the 
player to venture to save London! 

 
Fight off enough commuters to make your way to 

‘The Splinter’ and defeat The Boss to end the rampage!



> Play with your Mii – After clearing the levels, you can play as a Mii that 
you’ve created on your system and utilize the gear that the other characters 
use.

> Enemies – encounter an array of different types of commuters, some with 
special abilities and weapons whilst ‘boss’ battles take place at pinnacle 
moments of the game. 

> Character Levelling – gain experience from defeating the commuters and 
use it to level up your character, increasing the skills specific to them.

> Gear – find weapons and gadgets in your home to aid you in battle and 
even pick up drops from the commuters that you have defeated.

> Environments – the game is set in London and the levels occur in houses 
and so as you complete each one, the type changes. For instance, in a 
wealthy house, special paths like a vault and back garden would be available, 
holding special items and battles exclusive to that area.

> Appealing Protagonists – the characters that the consumers play as have 
interesting designs and skill sets specific to them, enhancing the enjoyable 
experience. 

Key Features



Audience

Marketing

License

The target audience is aged 12 – 15 and most likely to be an achiever type 
of gamer. This is due to the fact that to ultimately win the game, you need to 
level up your character to become strong enough and eventually complete all 
the levels, killing all enemies whilst trying to collect the best weapons and 
gadgets to help you throughout.

This game would be rated PEGI 12 and have a violence content descriptor. It 
would run on the Nintendo 3DS as well as the 2DS and all other most recent 
renditions as the joystick and a b buttons would match the limited controls of 
the game being a side-scrolling type and not really open world.

I will require a license for the use of Nintendo’s Mii product as playing as 
your Mii will be a feature in the game.



CharactersALEKS

A fierce but tactical girl who specialises 
in ranged combat when putting her 
kitchen supplies to good use against 
the intruders.

Attack: 18

Health: 20

Defence: 18

Critical hit rate: 6.25%



LEON

A quirky young man whose quick 
thinking and witty nature aid him in 
his battles utilising martial arts in 
close combat.

Attack: 21

Health: 20

Defence: 16

Critical hit rate: 6.25%



JESSE

An intelligent teen with a gift for 
putting their surroundings to good use, 
pulling original plans and inventions 
out of thin air to plough through their 
opponents. This flexibility allows both 
close and ranged combat.

Attack: 15

Health: 25

Defence: 19

Critical hit rate: 6.25%



Unique Selling 

Design Goal

Game Specs

Play as your Mii in-game whilst you utilize the gear that the other characters 
use and customise gain exp to customise as you go along. Throw yourself into 
the game and play alongside these quirky characters on a journey to save the 
city!

With this game, I hope to create a determination driven experience in a sense 
that players are eager to progress throughout the game due to its immersive 
nature, challenging endeavours and charming creative design. I ultimately 
want to create a game that my audience can fall in love with in all areas.

> The game will run on any of the devices from the 3DS family
> 2000 blocks must be available to install the game



Levels
Levels 1 - 4
> You play as Jesse
> Tutorials for 1 & 2
Level 5 = mini boss (easy)

Levels 6 - 9
> Unlock Leon as a playable character
Level 10 = mini boss (easy)

Levels 11 - 14
> Unlock Aleks as a playable character
> Unlock ability upgrading using exp (attack 
crit hit rate etc.)
Level 15 = mini boss (medium)
> Unlock Mii character feature after winning

Levels 16 - 19
> You can now play as any of the unlocked 
characters
> Enter central London environment
> This period becomes a one way sidescroller, 
destroying enemies in waves before advancing
> new weapons
Level 20 = boss fight (hard) outside The 
Splinter HQ

Levels 21 - 24
> Inside HQ stronger enemies
Level 25 = boss fight (hard)

Levels 26 - 29
> Hardest enemies

Level 30 = Final boss fight 
Winning will end the main storyline.



Game Creation Mindmap



Game Ideas Idea Development





Stats and exp drops 



Game Name Character dev: Aleks



Character dev: Leon & Jesse Further dev: Aleks



Further dev: Aleks Further dev: Jesse



Further dev: Jesse Further dev: Leon



Further dev: Leon Enemies



Mini Bosses The Boss



Level Select Screen & Character Icons

Made using Adobe Illustrator



Experience Drops



Weapons Moodboard



Weapons





Level Design Moodboard



House Environment



Final Poster


